
SHAREHOLDER SUBSCRIPTION 2023
(available from the end of August in Boca and again with quantity discounts!!, see page 2)

PLINIUS III BOCA DOC 2017: After exactly 10 years, another Plinius succeeded. The two years are extremely 
similar, were rather warm and we reached maturity in mid-October with still summer temperatures. Therefore, 
a hot fermentation was possible again (up to 38 degrees), which makes the wine strongly structured and storable. 
It therefore also needs 5 years in the barrel and will now be bottled in September 2022. Highly complex, rich nose 
of berries, tobacco, balsamic and spicy notes. Velvety and dense on the palate with a long finish. A wine that can 
be left for another 10-15 years and is a great experience of an unusual Boca. Unfiltered. 2'400 0.75l bottles, 480 
Magnum.

BOCA DOC 2018: Definitely the great vintage in Boca. It combines everything that one expects from a great 
wine: Fineness and complexity, great harmony and a velvety, juicy structure with a long, fresh finish. A wine that 
is already impressive today but will certainly develop over the next 10-30 years. Unfiltered. 13'000 0.75l bottles. 
600 Magnum.

MIMMO Vino Rosso 2020: A full-fruited wine with great energy and finesse. Wonderfully crisp and fresh with 
berry notes and finest elegance thanks to silky acidity. 80% Nebbiolo, 15% Croatina and 5% Vespolina, aged for 
two years in wooden barrels. 16'000 bottles.

PIANE Vino Rosso 2021: A Piane with extreme drinkability and harmony, concentrated yet with 
beautiful flow and great aromatics from cherries to blueberries and undergrowth. One of the most 
harmonious and elegant of its kind. Unfiltered. 6'000 bottles.

NEBBIOLO COLLINE NOVARESI DOC 2022: We wanted a fresh Nebbiolo that would embody northern 
Piedmont: Freshness, bouquet of berries and flowers, racy on the palate and smooth on the finish. We have 
achieved this again with the 2022 and the bottle is empty faster than you can imagine. Can be drunk at a slightly 
lower temperature (16°C). This wine has definitely become our entry level wine. 28'000 bottles.

BIANKO Vino bianco 2022: Our white wine is becoming more and more precise. Ageing in large wooden barrels 
now seems to be the recipe for this wine. Good structure and great substance underpinned with great minerality 
and good acidity make it a great white wine with class. It wants to be drunk with food.
Aromas from alpine flowers to pears to exotic notes combine in a wonderfully creamy texture. 10'000 bottles

EOS Vino bianco 2020: The first attempt at a white wine from Erbaluce from grapes that come only from Boca. 
Again, the difference of our gifted vineyards shows - a great ripe and rich white wine with great minerality and 
fullness, but ending on racy acidity, resulting in a wine full of character with intense aromas and great length. 
2'500 bottles. Limited subscription right 3 bottles per shareholder, further 3 bottles per 10 shares.

ROSATO 2018: The second version of a different kind of aged rosé made from Nebbiolo grapes, complex, deep 
and ripe with rose fragrance and spice and definitely to be enjoyed with food. 500 bottles

Quantity discount: For larger quantities, the following additional discounts are granted from 60 
bottles 0.75l 5% (Magnum bottles count as 2 bottles)
from 120 bottles 0.75l 10% (Magnum bottles count as 2 bottles)



WINE
The prices are approx. 40%-50% below
the market price in Italy!

ANNUAL INH. PRICE
22% VAT incl.

Ex Cellar BOCA

ORDER 
QUANTITY

BIANCO Vino bianco 2022 0.75l 16.00 €
ROSATO Vino Rosato 2018 0.75l 18.00 €
NEBBIOLO COLLINE NOVARESI DOC 2022 0.75l 12.00 €
MIMMO Vino Rosso 2020 0.75l 18.00 €
PIANE Vino Rosso 2021 0.75l 27.00 €
PIANE Vino Rosso 2021 1.5l 56.00 €
BOCA DOC 2018 0.75l 42.00 €
BOCA DOC 2018 1.5l 86.00 €
BOCA DOC (in wooden box) 2018 3.0l 185.00 €
Pliny III Boca DOC 2017 0.75l 75.00€
Pliny III Boca DOC 2017 1.5l 160.00 €
Eos Vino Bianco 2020 0.75l 28.00 €
GRAPPA
GRAPPA DI BOCA 52% (Boca 2016) -- 0.5l 35.00 €

WOODEN CASES BOTTLES CONT. PRICE
22% VAT incl.

BOX 1: 1 MAGNUM (wine selection from
List) 1 1.5l 5.00 €

BOX 2: 2 bottles 0.75l 2 1.5l 3.00 €
BOX 3: 3 bottles 0.75l 3 1.5l 4.00 €
BOX 6: 6 bottles 0.75l 6 1.5l 6.00 €

NAME: TEL:
FORENAME: MAIL:

Quantity discount: For larger quantities, the following additional discounts are granted from 60 
bottles 0.75l 5% (Magnum bottles count as 2 bottles)
from 120 bottles 0.75l 10% (Magnum bottles count as 2 bottles)

CK/21.05.2023

(limited)

(limited)


